


The buyer-seller situation, like
any human contact, is an

exercise in human relations - the
interplay, cause and effect of
behaviour by two or more people
on each other. In the buyer-seller
situation, the seller must be
responsible for shaping mutual
behaviour - someone has to take
the lead. At the start of the
relationship, we want it more than
they do - well that's the theory.

What’s the difference between
human nature and human
relations? It is probably something
you haven't considered before so
let me give you a hand:

l  Human nature is the instinctive
behaviour that governs action
concerned with the self and with
self-interest.

l  Human relations are concerned
with how we think and act in
terms of others‘ interests.

Successful selling demands that
human relations are dominant over
human nature - but you probably
guessed that already.

You may also have heard that
selling is not something a
salesperson does to a prospect.
Selling is something you do with
the prospect, in a process of
discovery and interaction. This is
human relations at work.

Now the interesting bit: The
greatest barrier to success in this
process is the “Egocentric
Predicament”. This consists of
being overly and unnecessarily
concerned with self. Our ability to
be perceptive and concerned about
others is inversely proportionate to
our self-concern.

When self gets unnecessarily in
the way, the fruitful cycle of good
human relations stops producing.

The key to understanding and
accepting others is to first
understand and accept oneself.
This starts with the realisation that,
rather than strive for an
unattainable “I should be “image,
we should settle for our real self as
“I am”, accepting shortcomings
along with strengths.

We should always remember:
People buy our product not so

much because they understand the
product, but because they feel that
we understand them. 

There are many effective ways
of doing this. The best way to
create this kind of buying climate is
to transmit on their frequency. This
opens their mind to you and makes
them willing and eager to listen.

“Before I sell my prospect what
my prospect buys, I must first see
my prospect as they see
themselves.”
Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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What’s the Greatest Barrier to
Sales Success?
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JF:   OK Doug, why don’t we
begin with a brief overview of
Seismic?
DW: Seismic is the leading end-to-
end sales enablement solution that
aims to increase sales effectiveness
and marketing productivity by
delivering the right content at the
right time on any device. Seismic
helps marketing teams put highly
customizable, relevant sales
materials directly where sales reps
are working, including CRM and
email. By creating, customizing and
analyzing sales materials with
Seismic, our customers dramatically
increase time spent selling and
improve win rates.

JF:   You mentioned productivity,
which as a CEO myself always
grabs my attention. What, in your
view, are some of the
inefficiencies or issues that B2B
organizations are currently
facing?
DW: There are three major
problems that affect both sales and
marketing organizations. The first
major problem is the lack of content
visibility. SiriusDecisions reports
that more than 2/3 of a company’s
sales collateral goes unused.
Digging deeper, SiriusDecisions
found that half of this unused sales
content isn’t compelling or relevant
enough for reps to share, and reps

can’t even locate the other half. But
how do you know which half is
irrelevant and which half is hidden?
Many B2B organizations have no
way of telling what isn’t working
from what isn’t relevant, which gives
them no room to improve. Then,
sales reps are stuck either creating
their own off-brand, off-message
and/or outdated materials or simply
share contextually irrelevant content
with prospects because they can’t
find what they need. 

The second major issue is what
Forrester calls “random acts of
sales support.” If sales doesn’t
resort to creating their own sales
materials, marketing is typically

Jonathan Farrington interviews Seismic’s CEO, Doug Winter.

Working Smart without Compromising Quality



The Jonathan Farrington Interview

expected to create these one-off
presentations and materials for
each of sales’ prospect interactions.
This manual customization bogs
marketers down and keeps them
from more strategic initiatives. 

Finally, and arguably the most
pressing issue in B2B sales, is the
fact that sales reps only spend 41%
of their time actually selling. This is
the result of many issues, but one
major contributor is the proliferation
of tech solutions available to “help”
sales teams work more efficiently
and effectively. Jim Ninivaggi from
SiriusDecisions estimates that sales
reps require at least nine different
tools to prepare for, conduct and
follow up on a sales call. Jumping
between all of these tools is wildly
inefficient, especially for sales reps
who just want to spend their time in
front of prospective customers.
These programs must be
consolidated or integrated in order
to increase the amount of time reps
spend selling.

JF:   What advice would you give
to sales leaders who are
committed to shifting their
thinking to solve these issues?
DW: Sales leaders need to really
understand what their reps’ day-to-
day activities and the
accompanying programs consist of:
how much time is spent in CRM, on
calls or in email, as well as how
much time is wasted on tasks that
aren’t directly related to selling. How
can these inefficiencies be
eliminated or streamlined in order to
maximize the time spent selling?
Further, sales leaders should
empower their sales reps to
customize their own sales materials

while maintaining marketing’s
control over consistent messaging,
branding and data.

JF:   Can you give us some
examples of the type of major
problem(s) Seismic is helping to
solve?
DW: Seismic is helping sales and
marketing organizations work
smarter and more efficiently without
compromising quality. With Seismic,
sales reps can access dynamic
sales materials from within Outlook
or CRM. These materials are hyper-
relevant for the sales opportunity at
hand, depending on characteristics
shared in the CRM (such as title,
role, industry, and more). Sales reps
are able to customize these
materials even further to cater
specifically to the prospect,
something that is increasingly
important in today’s selling
landscape. By allowing sales
content to find the rep and
personalize itself, Seismic frees
marketing from random, one-off
acts of sales support and allows
marketing to maintain control of the
customization of content. All the
while, marketing can track content
usage and sales has visibility into
what content is being consumed
and resonating with prospects. This
promotes content usage and helps
improve content creation efforts.

JF:   To clarify, you can access all
sales collateral within a sales
rep’s email?
DW: Yes. Sales reps can simply

type in a prospect’s email address
(which is connected to CRM) and
only case-specific content will
populate within Outlook. This
eliminates the amount of manual
searching, switching programs, and
second-guessing reps waste time
on during a typical day. All in all, it
maximizes the time reps spend
actually selling, which shortens
sales cycles and increases win
rates. 

JF:   My final question Doug, how
can reps be sure that the content
they’re using is up-to-date and
marketing approved?
DW: Seismic is device and
program-agnostic. It can be used
on a tablet, smartphone, or desktop
and integrates with any CRM or
data source. Seismic pulls live data
from every connected data source
when dynamic collateral is opened,
so only the most up-to-date content
is shared. Further, marketing admin
users are the ones with control.
They create, upload and publish
the content that sales uses and
accesses directly from the
repository, CRM or Outlook. In
sum, marketing teams know
exactly what is being used and can
improve their efforts based on
these insights, and sales knows it is
sharing the most up-to-date,
relevant content possible. This
aligns sales and marketing, but
also enables both teams to
generate more revenue.                  n
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Doug Winter is the CEO of Seismic. Find out more
by visiting here.
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Jill Konrath

Like many of you, he doesn't
have a strong business case

to capture a company's attention.
That's why he recently asked me:

"I'm have trouble figuring out my
value position for selling to bigger
companies. When a company's
challenges are rising cost from
suppliers or trying to go "green," it
just doesn't cut it to tell them, "Hey I
can reduce your stress during those
stressful times." Any advice you can
give is appreciated."

Here is my response:
"You're right Jay. For the most

part, "reducing stress" doesn't
excite most corporate decision
makers. You need to start thinking
differently about the value of your
services. What you're missing is the
high cost of stress on an
organization. It can lead to: higher
medical costs, increased
absenteeism, costly mistakes,
disengaged employees, lower
productivity, increased turnover and
much more."

One of the biggest reasons
businesses struggle in today’s
market is because they have weak
value propositions. Over and over
again, I hear people who sell deliver
ineffective statements about the
value customers get from working
with their organization. It doesn’t
matter if these sellers are from big

companies, small firms, or are
independent professionals. They
just aren’t saying things that get
prospective buyers to say,
“Come on in. We need to meet.”

And the worst thing is that many
of the products or services these
people sell have extremely high
value to corporate accounts! But
their failure to articulate it in words
that appeal to corporate decision
makers is their downfall. Instead,
they limp along trying to drive sales
but unable to even get in the door.

A strong value proposition is
specific, often citing numbers or
percentages. It may include a quick
synopsis of your work with similar
customers as a proof source and
demonstration of your capability.

A value proposition is a clear
statement of the tangible results a
customer gets from using your
products or services. It’s outcome
focused and stresses the business
value of your offering.

Here is an example of a good
value proposition:

“We help large companies
reduce the cost of their employee
benefits programs without
impacting benefit levels. With the

spiraling costs of health care today,
this is a critical issue for most
businesses. One of our recent
clients, a large manufacturing
company similar to yours, was
struggling with how to reduce
spending in this area. We saved
them over $800,000 in just six
months. Plus, they didn’t cut any
services to their employees, nor did
their employees have to pay more.”

Strong value propositions are
your best tool for setting up
meetings with prospective buyers.
Corporate decision makers will
nearly always meet with sellers
who offer tangible outcomes and
measurable results.

For more details on how to
create value propositions that are
highly attractive to your customers,
you can download my free Value
Proposition Kit now.                          n

Value Proposition Examples -
Words That Get Meetings 
Jay is the owner of a massage therapy company. He's trying to figure out how to sell his
services to the corporate market.
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Jill Konrath is a sales strategist and bestselling
author. Find out more by visiting here.
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“I get a range of reactions but
most importantly I aim to get

people to think about their
preconceptions so they can decide
on the future they are going to

create. Hollywood has done a great
job over the years entrenching the
idea of the inevitability of a future
robot apocalypse." "Arnie’s terminator
might be a good guy in the movies

but each time the franchise is
rebooted, Skynet has managed to
foil the pesky humans and there is
some other dastardly plan to rid the
earth of people and by the end...
well, you know it’s not the end and
the next sequel will reveal just how
futile resistance is."

But is it inevitable?
"We humans essentially all yearn

for an easy life and in today’s world,
robots are increasingly taking over
mundane and routine tasks. The
most common form of these are
software robots – which most

I was a keynote speaker along with Andrew Vorster at a
conference last month and he delivered a provocative
presentation titled: The Rise of the Robots. I believe that
automation is taking sales jobs away and I had a coffee
with him to ask if sales people are all destined to become
extinct sometime soon. Here is his response.

The Buy-bot Disruption of
Professional Selling 

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/andrewvorster
http://www.linkedin.com/pulse/humans-need-apply-sales-roles-tony-j-hughes


Tony J. Hughes

people might not even consider
robots at all. As we embrace the
opportunities of the Internet of
Everything, we allow the software
robots to remove friction from
simple everyday activities.
Examples in my own life are my
connected thermostat that adjusts
the temperature of my house
depending on our habits and will
turn on the heating while I commute
home based on my location, or my
bedroom blinds that open and close
based on sunrise and sunset, or my
home lighting that reacts to the
music I’m playing based on my
mood or my front door that unlocks
as I approach the house (my next
project). These small insignificant
but frequent interactions begin to
build a complex digital profile of me
– a virtual representation of me that
makes my life easier."

How far away are digital
assistants that will disrupt sellers?

"When Apple introduced Siri, it
seemed like a bit of a novelty but we
have since seen Google, Cortana
and many other “digital assistants”
follow suit, all based around fairly
simple search and response style
constructs. A Kiwi company called
MyWave have a digital assistant
called Frank which expands on the
concept and Frank can potentially
start carrying out more complex
tasks on your behalf.

Wow, could this automated
buying have a disempowering
impact on Business-to-business
sellers as it matures?

"It's here for B2C today and B2B
levels of sophistication are coming.
Their demo shows how Frank can
help you find a new pair of jeans,
based on your brand, style and color

preferences; and I have no doubt
that in the future this could include
an indication of who in your social
network has already bought the
jeans and maybe Frank could even
make alternative suggestions based
on what events you are attending
from access to your calendar. To
some people this might sound a little
creepy but I think that over time the
cool factor will kick in and the use of
digital personal assistants will
become more and more
commonplace. As adoption
increases, so will our expectations
of the technology and we will begin
to accept that in order for these
assistants to become infinitely more
useful, they have to become even
more like us – they are going to
have to “think” like us"

"Moving away from the idea of
personal digital assistants, if
software hardware it controls “thinks

like us” then there is of course much
more it can do to help us and it could
potentially replace us in many walks
of life. For a sobering view of what
the future of work might look like,
take a look at this article that

highlights why men are more
vulnerable than women to robot
replacement."

"And here comes the warning of
the “singularity” – that point in time
predicted by the greatest minds on
the planet when Artificial
Intelligence becomes self aware –
or when the distinction between
humans and machines is blurred.
Indeed, Ray Kurzweil (the founder
of MIT’s Media Lab) predicts that by
2030 humans will be directly
connected to the cloud – something
that just a few short years ago would
have sounded insane, but now
sounds like something that for many
is infinitely desirable."

"Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk
and Bill Gates are among the high
profile names that are warning of
the possible dire consequences of
future AI and they have signed an
open letter published by the Future
of Life Institute calling for careful
consideration of the focus and
control required in developing this
technology."

So, the future sounds like it could
be bleak but you and I are optimists.
What does the future really hold?

"I’m going to answer your
question with the closing statement
that I used in my session –  the
future is not something that
happens to us, it is something that
we create. If we are all wiped out by
killer robots, it will be our own fault –
what kind of a future are you
building?"                                              n
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Tony J. Hughes is Managing Director of
RSVPselling. Find out more by visiting here.

We humans essentially
all yearn for an easy

life and in today’s
world, robots are

increasingly taking
over mundane and

routine tasks.
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A few times a month,
companies will reach out to

me looking for a “rockstar” Inside
Sales Manager. I’ll ask a few
questions about what the person
will need to accomplish and, quite
often, suggest they set their sights
on a Director-level candidate.
Better to spend more in
compensation than to hire
someone who lacks the skills to
get the job done.

There is a real difference in
aptitude and attitude between the
two. Here’s my take:

Inside Sales Manager– Not to
be cute, but a Manager does just

that… they manage. They manage
people, they manage metrics, and
they manage processes.

Inside Sales Director – A
Director has the skills and
experience to not only execute, but
to also identify issues and course
correct. They take the overall
goals and rough plan delivered by
the executive team and drive
results.

Dave Kellogg, CEO of Host
Analytics, had a great piece
recently where he laid out his view
on what it means to be a Manager,
Director, and VP. 

Definitely, take a look.

Having said all this, it is not easy
to find great Inside Sales Directors.

Sorting contenders from
pretenders
I’m frequently asked for ways to
identify Manager versus Director-
caliber candidates during hiring.
Well, rule #1 is to ignore previous
titles. A big-company Director,
might be a Manager in a less
structured role. And a startup
Manager, might have a Director
mindset. It is too hard to level
across companies.

Let me share a story that
highlights how a Director-level
candidate thinks. One of my clients
was interviewing for a Director of
Inside Sales. His process includes
asking the candidates to develop a
30-60-90 day plan. This is a fairly

I don’t think anyone would argue that the quality of the
executive who leads your Inside Sales team makes or
breaks its success.

The Real Difference Between A
Director And Inside Sales Manager

http://kellblog.com/2015/03/08/career-development-what-it-really-means-to-be-a-manager-director-or-vp/


Trish Bertuzzi

standard request for a hire at this
level. One wise candidate didn’t just
go away and create it. She asked
the hiring CRO the following:

1.  You mentioned your 3-year plan.
Can share what has been
communicated to the
Management team and the
reps?

2.  Over the last 3-4 quarters, what
challenges have been identified
and what has been done to
remove those obstacles?

3.  What career path/succession
planning is outlined or implied at
time of hire for the Reps and
Managers? 

4.  Please provide me with a review
of the current compensation
model, implementation date and
% of reps exceeding, meeting

and not meeting goal. Also, in
your opinion, would an Inside
Sales rep be able to explain to
their peer in less than 5 minutes
how they get paid?

5.  Please provide background of
current Sales Managers,
coaching style and
observations/feedback given
from front line reps. What is
Sales Manager attrition over the
past 12 months? Why did they
leave?

These are damn good
questions
And, yes. The CRO hired her as his
new Director. Would a Manager

have had the experience and the
confidence to ask these questions?
I think not.

Hiring great people is easy, well
not really, but hiring people who will
perform greatly is spectacularly
hard. If you hire someone with the
wrong skills, you’ll pay for it. When
defining the profile of candidate you
need, think through are we looking
for someone to manage an
existing process or create
process from stratch?

In this fast-paced sales world,
you don’t have the luxury of making
the wrong hire.                                   n

Trish Bertuzzi is the President & Chief Strategist.
Find out more by visiting here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

Will a Robot Take Your Job?
Fascinating results from a recent study carried out by
Oxford University and Deloitte reveals that 35% of jobs

are at risk of being computerised in the next 20 years. If
you are in telephone sales, you better look away now.

Please share you views HERE
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So what do we do? We analyse.
Analyse the ratios, the

averages, the increase, the uplift,
the percentage etc. etc. I
completely acknowledge that this is
a necessary and potentially useful
exercise, an obvious basic
fundamental principle of business,
to take the time out to analyse,

recognise opportunities and threats
and plan in the necessary action.
After doing such exercises on
numerous occasions, with varying
results, I have changed the way in
which I work as an outcome,
however fundamentally the answer
is the same. Sell more. The answer
is always to sell more, which leads

me to question does this numbers
game need more time spent on
analysing the numbers or more time
spent on recognising and improving
the human behaviours which
enable us to sell more? If sales
person A has closed 1:10 deals and
sales person B has closed 1:15 with
an average dial rate of 102.5 vs 83,

I am not super fit, but I try and keep the weight off by running on the treadmill every day.
Repetitive, boring, but necessary, I am not actually running anywhere, I don’t even have a
destination in mind, just one thought; keep on going, keep on going. It occurred to me that
this has been reflective of my professional behaviours in the past: GOT TO GET A SALE!!
Combined with exhaustion, slight nausea and often forgetting to breathe.

Lessons learnt in Sales #3 



Edward Lawrance

what does this tell us? Yes it does
indicate performance, but every
human interaction is susceptible to
too many variables to draw any real
conclusions.

I have decided to invest my time
in relationships, not numbers. I do
not hard sell because this will never
be conducive of a successful long
term relationship. I present my
vision and invite others to join me
on the road to achieving it.
Obviously this is going to cost them,
but it is much easier to hand over
10k to someone you might share a
beer with rather than someone you
would rather choke on it. Simple
human nature; relate to each other,
empathise with each other,
reassures us that we are part of the
‘pack’, part of the same ‘team’,
striving for survival…..Ok striving
for a sale, but you get my point. You

do not need to produce
spreadsheets to tell you this, you
need to be present in the moment
during every human interaction you
have. Be on linked-in, on twitter, not
as a product but as a person. When
you are on a call, know who you are
talking to, do the research, the
background work, speak to them as
an individual, because that’s what
you are. And guess what? You need
to go out and meet actual people
sometimes too. KPI’s are an
essential tool in identifying
opportunities to grow, but do not be
swamped by data. Selling and
buying are interactions riddled with
emotional variances, which require
intellect and skill to successfully

manoeuvre, do not underestimate
the power of your own influence
versus that of mathematical
probabilities.

So if like me sometimes you are
struggling on the treadmill, don’t
just focus on the digital time display,
the speed or even your heart rate,
just get off. Get off the treadmill and
go for a run outside. Pick a
destination, visualise it, map your
route and do it. I am not
guaranteeing that you won’t get out
of breath, but there is a good
chance that you will get there and
you might even meet some people
along the way.                                      n

Edward Lawrance is the Event Director - Sales
Innovation Expo & B2B Marketing Expo. 
Find out more by visiting here.

Sales Management Training Events

Sales Coaching & Leadership Workshop

October 20-21, 2015
Atlantis Casino Resort Spa, Reno, NV

REGISTER NOW
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http://toplineleadership.com/sales-management-training-events/
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What’s the resolution to this
pricing conundrum?

First let’s accept the fact that no
human being, or company, wants to
pay more for anything than
necessary. Buyers have come to
expect price flexibility and a
willingness to negotiate as integral
to the buying process. Why?

Are you under constant pressure to compete on price to
beat out inferior competitors? Are you frequently asked to
drop your price because buyers either don’t care, or fail to
appreciate, the value of your premium offering? Do you
find yourself responding by fire-hosing the client with a
stream of benefits hoping to validate your worth? Join a
large club of equally frustrated sales professionals.

Are You Dropping Your Prices
Unnecessarily? 



Jill Harrington

Because buyers have a
smorgasbord of “similar” options
available to them. And when sellers
are asked “to sharpen the pencil”
we invariably do. Creating the
precedent, “Never accept the first
quote.”

Yet under the right
circumstances people, and
organizations, will pay a premium.
Know that your ability to win
business at higher rates starts early
in the sales cycle long before the
formal negotiation process begins.
Here are five insights to help you
position you to win at your price
with no apology.

1.  Money, time and attention
flow to priorities. Higher pricing
has less to do with how great your
service is and more to do with the
perceived importance of this
specific initiative by the client
organization. Early in the discovery
process get clear on the strategic
importance of this purchase and
obtain the customer’s perspective
on the tangible impact and
consequences of making the right
or wrong decision.

2.  Make the connection. Use the
buyer’s words, not yours, to
position your offering as the “must
have solution” so that pricing
becomes a secondary issue. When
outlining your recommendation
remind this customer of the
business drivers and associated
priorities he articulated. Then
connect the dots. Demonstrate
specifically how the painstakingly-
chosen components of your
recommendation will nail each of
his specific priorities.

3.  Address the real concern.
When asked to sharpen your
pencil, do not jump to conclusions.
Be empathetic by reminding your
customer that you understand the
importance of making the right
decision. Before reaching for that
pencil sharpener address the core
issue. “I wish I had more money in
my budget” (translation: “I’d like to
work with you but I need help
finding the moolah”) requires a very
different response to, “I don’t see
the value in your proposal”
(translation: “you did a lousy job of
positioning your recommendation in
context of my priorities.”) Both may
be rectified without dropping your
price.

4.  Avoid devaluing you and your
service. If it makes sense to reduce
your price remove something from
the offering or obtain something of
high value from the client. Engage
the customer in the process.
Reiterate how the specific elements
of your recommendation address
the critical interests she articulated

and ask for input on where to make
cuts without diluting the impact on
her objectives. 90% of the time
when I go through this process the
buyer comes to the conclusion that
she’s better served leaving
everything as is … including the
price.

5.  Be prepared to walk away
graciously. There are times when
the client simply wants a lower
price. If you’ve taken the previous
steps and this is the case, you have
two choices. Drop your price and
recognize that you may have set a
recurring expectation with this
individual. Or recognize, in this
instance, you may not be the right
fit provider. On the few occasions I
have chosen the high road I have
done so with the respect of the
buyer, a commitment to keep the
door open, and a stack of
information that allows me to stay
connected in ways that contribute
relevant value and position me well
for the future.

A footnote to the above: If and when
you enter into a price negotiation
know who is on the other side of the
table. Purchasing and procurement
specialists, for example, are highly
trained negotiators with a mandate
to eliminate any unnecessary
expense from their organization.
Make sure you bring your most
experienced negotiator to these
conversations.
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Jill Harrington is a Sales Expert, Trainer & Speaker.
Find out more by visiting here.

Know that your ability
to win business at
higher rates starts

early in the sales cycle
long before the formal

negotiation process
begins.

http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://www.salesshift.ca


Download Dave Kurlan's New eBook Today!
Dave's new book, 63 Powerful Sales Tips for a Huge Increase in Sales, can be read in less than
an hour.  

It will make you laugh and most importantly, help you increase sales. Whatever your role in sales -
inside or outside, B2B or B2C, transactional or complex, long or short sales cycle, capital equipment
or widgets, products or services, expensive or dirt cheap - this fun book has lessons for you.

Details Here

http://www.omghub.com/download-dave-kurlan-63-sales-tips


2015 Top Sales

& Marketing Awards

Now Open for Nominations ...

It is time to nominate your favorites. Do please take this opportunity to show your
appreciation to the individuals and organizations that have impressed you most in 2015.

Please go HERE

November 3rd  

JUDGING PANEL

ANNOUNCED

September 28th  

NOMINATIONS

INVITED

The Timeline ...

December 1st  

Finalists

Announced

November 22nd  

Last Date For

Nominations

December 22nd  

RESULTS

ANNOUNCED

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesawards/nominate/
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About salesElement—
the Proposal Software Company

salesElement was founded in 2003 with a single-minded
focus—to improve the painful proposal process. It was spun
off from Dabisoft, a technology and software consulting
agency.

Today, salesElement is a leading developer of customized
proposal automation solutions for businesses of all sizes.
salesElement provides customized solutions that are part
technology and part marketing to give its clients exactly what
they need to allow them to close more sales in less time and
reduce administrative costs.

Our core mission is to help businesses compete, grow, and
take advantage of change. As the most forward-thinking
creators of easy-to-use automated sales proposal software,
we provide unique solutions and services to maximize our
clients' return on investment.

salesElement is staffed with marketing and technology
veterans who share strategic thinking to create inventive
ways to maximize clients' resources in today's competitive
markets.

Solution of the Week

Our completely customizable
proposal software is designed to
significantly reduce the time it takes
to compile, write, edit, and format
sales proposals—leaving more
time for sales and customer
service.

l  How our proposal software
works

l  Make your proposals consistent
l  Get proposals out fast
l  Make your proposals look great

Our Customers
Our proposal software is used by
leaders in financial services,
manufacturing, telecommunications,
media, advertising, professional
services, technology, and more.
Our clients are forward-thinking
and grasp the benefits that come
with implementing proposal
software.

Call Us: 646.837.0767
salesElement LLC
75 E. 4th St #4288
New York, NY 10003
info@salesElement.com

mailto:info@salesElement.com
http://www.saleselement.com/Demo.aspx


Book & Contributor of the Week

At Harvard, he has developed and
taught a variety of MBA and
executive courses, led the
Strategic Marketing Management
program for senior executives, and
was co-lead of the Sustainable
Market Leadership program for
CEOs and their leadership teams.
He currently teaches the required
TEM course and the elective
Business Marketing and Sales
course in the MBA program as well

as modules in the Owner President
Management (OPM) executive
program and he heads the
executive program on “Aligning
Strategy and Sales.”

He is the author or co-author of
six books, including Aligning
Strategy and Sales: The Choices,
Systems, and Behaviors that Drive
Effective Selling (Harvard Business
Review Press, 2014), Concurrent
Marketing: Integrating Product,

Sales and Service (Harvard
Business School Press) and Going
to Market: Distribution Systems for
Industrial Products (Harvard
Business School Press); as well as
articles in Harvard Business
Review, Wall Street Journal,
Strategy and Business, Business
Horizons, California Management
Review, International Encyclopedia
of Business and Management,
Journal of Managerial Issues,
Journal of Personal Selling & Sales
Management, Marketing Encyclopedia,
Organization Science, Sloan
Management Review, and Strategy
& Business.                                        n

"The majority of experienced sellers would agree that
while a lot of existing sales wisdom is good, some
things have become outdated and must change. The
hard part is deciding what to keep, what to change and
what to discard. Insight Selling lays out a convincing
case for which parts of current practice we should keep,
which parts must be tweaked, and which parts must be
changed entirely. Whether you’re an experienced seller
or just starting out in sales, you stand to learn
something useful from this book."
Professor Neil Rackham, Author, SPIN Selling

"Schultz and Doerr are truly among the elite sales
thought leaders. Insight Selling outlines exactly what
you need to do to set yourself apart and find yourself in
the winner’s circle. It’s a must read for even the most
experienced sellers."
Jill Konrath, Bestselling Author, Agile Selling and
SNAP Selling
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Frank Cespedes - Top Contributor of the Week

See what other readers thought and buy here

Frank Cespedes is Senior Lecturer in the Entrepreneurial
Management Unit at Harvard Business School. He received
his B.A. from the City College of New York, M.S. from M.I.T.
and Ph.D. from Cornell University.

http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://www.rainsalestraining.com/sales-resources/books/insight-selling/
http://frankcespedes.com


2015 Top Sales Academy
Phase Three runs from September to November 2015

Almost a quarter of all Sales jobs in the US will
disappear by 2020 and that trend will be repeated
around the world. As so many roles and responsibilities
become automated, what can we do as sales
professionals to escape this cycle of commoditization
and remain relevant and value adding?

Cian McLoughlin hails from Dublin, Ireland, originally,
but he spent much of the past 13 years working in the
IT software industry based in Sydney, Australia. During
that time, Cian held senior sales and channel
management positions with SAP and Cognos, until his
recent decision to establish Trinity Perspectives, a full-
service sales consultancy firm.

Trinity works with sales-focused companies across
Australia and the Asia Pacific region to help improve
their sales execution through tailored Win/Loss Review
programs, client acquisition, and retention strategies,
coupled with deal crafting and negotiation workshops.

FREE Registration
for Academy Here

Rise of the Machines
Cian McLoughlin

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Empathetic sales prospects: The road less taken?
by Todd Schnick

There are two groupings of
prospects I seem to interact with
most: First, the type who needs
endless testimonials, ROI numbers,
and reams of additional data to
prove that what I offer him is worth
even remotely considering my
proposed services.

The focus is on him, and his
organization.

And second, the prospect who
sees my value right away, and
immediately talks to me about how
to leverage us and collaborate to
help provide immediate value to
their customers (and prospects).

I call this grouping empathetic

sales prospects. The focus is not on
them, but on their customer or their
own prospects…

What exactly are empathetic
sales prospects?
I thought about this idea of
empathetic sales prospects whilst
reading Martha Pease’s book,
Think Round.

In her book (and interview), she
talks about how the most important
attribute you can have in business
is empathy.

No surprise, lots of
organizations say they are ...

Read More Here u

Which type of sales force should
you have? Generalist or specialist?
Getting the answer right can make
a dramatic difference in your topline
revenue.

It’s not that one is better than the
other, but having the wrong type
can cost your organization in
wasted hours, high overhead, and
frustrated customers.

Broadly speaking, a generalist
force sells all things to all
customers, and a specialist force is
compartmentalized according to
product sold, type of customer,
sales activity, or industry vertical.

So should you consider turning
your specialist team into a
generalist or vice versa?

Well, let’s consider some
factors.

Does your company have thin
margins?
If your margins won’t support a
pricey sale model, then generalist is
indicated. Specializing is
expensive.  Are you selling a large
number of products or services?
With a sizable menu of offerings,
you will likely want your reps to ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Your Org Chart Doesn't Work Anymore
by Greg Alexander

Read More Here u
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http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...

http://www.avention.com/
http://corporatevisions.com/
http://www.fileboard.com
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://www.pgi.com/imeet/
http://www.infoteam-consulting.com/
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://livehive.com/
http://www.membrain.com/
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
http://www.objectivemanagement.com/
http://mereo.co
http://www.saleselement.com
http://www.seismic.com/
http://www.toplineleadership.com/
http://yooba.com
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
tp://topsalesworld.com/advertise/

